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• DR. J. CROMPTON BURNETT: “The fact is, we need any and 

every way of finding the right remedy, the simple simile, the 

simple symptomatic similimum —the pathological similimum, 

and I maintain that we are still within the lines of Homoeopathy 

that is an expansive, progressive science”.



• J H CLARKE : “ Certain diseases 

come to have certain remedies 

assigned to them and all patients 

who are found to be suffering 

from any given disease must be 

dosed with one of the remedies 

credited to it”.



•CLINICAL REPERTORY is an index of remedies 

applicable to various more or less fixed 

symptoms / syndromes to which nosological

labels can be given



• these repertories can be used for cases where clinical 

conditions mask the characteristics of the patient. 

In such cases the physician finds the prominent 

common symptoms with a few modalities and 

concomitants. These cases need the help of clinical 

repertories for selecting the simillimum.



• General clinical repertory (Boericke’s clinical repertory, 

Clarke’s repertory)

• Disease oriented clinical repertory (bells diarrohea, 

repertory of leucorrhoea) 

• Organ based clinical repertory (Minton’s uterine 

therapeutics, Berridge eye repertory)



•CLINICAL REPERTORY

• GENERAL

a. Cases lacking in mental generals and physical generals but 

rich in common symptoms.

b. Cases with clinical diagnosis.

c. Short cases with very a few symptoms.



• Limitation :

Clinical repertories are based on NOSOLOGICAL TERMS 

AND CLINICAL SYMPTOMS, which are the result of 

clinical observations hence their use is limited to 

particular type of cases. They are mainly used for 

reference work.



• 1904

•Source - Dictionary of Practical Materia Medica

• every remedy is described under different points of view

• In memory of ROBERT THOMAS COOPER





PREFACE

• Give more attention to the general preface and 

introductory notes to each separate division. 

• PRINCE OF REPERTORY - BOENNINGHAUSEN

•More useful for the study of Materia Medica no less 

than an instrument in finding out indicated remedies. 



• Homoeopathic practice demands knowledge of Materia

Medica and knowledge how to use it. 

• This demands unlimited patience and application in the study 

of drug comparisons. 

• This repertory enables the practitioner to compare any 

remedy with any similar remedy in five different points, all of 

great importance in practice.

• As in Dictionary of Practical MM



• CONTENTS

• LIST OF REMEDIES WITH ABBREVIATIONS

• ALPHABETICAL LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS WITH REMEDIES

• Approx 1063 remedies with few repetitions



• PART I - CLINICAL REPERTORY 

• Prepared an Index to clinical condn -> Alphabetical list of clinical 

conditions

• which have been observed curative

• Suggestions from experience

• Remedies in italics – medicine also in Prescriber (6thedition) 

[published b/w the 1st & 2nd volumes of Dictionary]

• Remedies in (     ) – not in Dictionary to MM, but added to his 

copy since the Dictionary was published









•Part II -“ CAUSATION”

• how the remedies are related to conditions due to definite 

cause -An alphabetical list of causes is added

• Remedies in (     ) – not in Dictionary to MM 

• Cause related with a particular effect, that effect is given in 

brackets and precedes the name of the remedy

• Washing clothes – (headache) Phos, Ther.





• PART III – TEMPERAMENTS, DISPOSITIONS, 

CONSTITUTIONS & STATES

• Types of persons, temperaments, age & sex

• Complaints & conditions of particular type of persons & 

constitutions also included

• In Dictionary – “ SUITED TO”

• Calc.brom – Suited to children who are of lax fibre, lymphatic, 

nervous & irritable







• PART IV – “CLINICAL RELATIONSHIPS

• Tabular form

• Complementary

• Remedies follow well; Followed by

• Compatible 

• Generic term

• First 3 columns

• Incompatible; Antidote; Antidoted by

• Duration of action 

• Spaces provided – for further addition





• Compatible - some remedies have been noted as 

compatible with others without further qualification

• Complimentary – Certain food materials which enhance 

the action are given

• Eg: Artimesia when given in wine is more effecting than in 

water.

• Source of this section 

• Dr. Gibson Miller in the Homoeopathic World in 1902





PART V - REPERTORY OF NATURAL RELATIONSHIPS

• Homoeopathic Materia Medica consists of anything and everything in 

the universe

• Man himself epitomizes the Universe and nothing in the universe is 

unrelated to him

• Thus he developed some of the applications of the substances and 

the methods by which they are to be prepared and applied

• This section provides knowledge at a glance the place in Nature of 

any remedy in question - mineral, animal, vegetables etc.



• Alphabetical list of all the natural order

• Under each section - alphabetical list of all the remedies included in 

the Materia Medica.

• List of natural or evolutionary order

• A number is given for each order and same number is in 

alphabetical order

• This knowledge is important because there is a therapeutic likeness 

and between the members of same group



• This section of the repertory is divided into 5 sections.

1. Metals or elements – 56 drugs

2. Vegetable kingdom – 64 drugs

3. Animal kingdom (Pascoe’s zoological classification)

4. Sarcodes – FLESH REMEDIES – 37 drugs

5. Nosodes – 22 drugs

• Total – 737 drugs









• Study MM

• Quick reference book at bed side

• Finding remedy in cases with clinical diagnosis, lack 

of generals & characteristics, cases with few 

symptoms

SCOPE



• contain some rubrics, which are not found in 

other general repertories

• Mistrustful when sick – Lyc

• Negroes – sul

• Critical period of life & pubescence – sep

• Pepper addiction to – nux v



• to find the most appropriate palliative medicine in 

incurable cases

• Help to choose the next best remedy using clinical 

relationship chapter

• Clinical hints under certain remedies are very useful



DE-MERITS
• Number of medicines given under each rubric is very few, 

even in general rubric as compared to other repertories

• There is no grading of remedies, so we cannot find most 

important remedy for each condition

• Most of the remedies used are rare and the curative 

effects of which are to be proved



•Many medicines given in sub-rubrics are not 

included in general rubric. 

• Eg : Asthma – hysterical – Nux mosch.

• This repertory can only be used for quick reference 

and not for good systematic repertorization.



• Some important drugs missing

• Blood poisoning – Ech, Ars, Lach, Pyr

• Hepatitis – Act.s, Nat.s

• Climacteric – Lach

•Misplaced rubrics

• Rubric repetition

• Children cross, cross children


